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Divers
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	Tube-key for 9109.
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	The fabric-writing bottle, 125 ml, without writing head (9112/9113)
and reducer (9123/3).
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	Plastic writing head for 9109/1-7.
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	Brass writing head for 9109/1-7.
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	Colour for marking fabrics, in tubes, very good colour fastness. Without writing head. When using this marking colour it is no longer necessary to sew-in markings or to sort any ready parts.
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	Reducer for the writing bottle 9123/2.
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	The fabric-writing bottle, 125 ml, with writing head (9112/9113)
and reducer (9123/3).
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	Cleaning solvent for writing heads (9112/9113), 1 litre.
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                	01.		Colour for marking fabrics 100 ml 
	You do not have the permission to see the prices, please register 


	02.		Metall writing head in plastic 
	You do not have the permission to see the prices, please register 


	03.		Colour for marking fabrics 1 litre 
	You do not have the permission to see the prices, please register 


	04.		Metall writing head in brass 
	You do not have the permission to see the prices, please register 


	05.		The fabric-writing bottle 125 ml with head 
	You do not have the permission to see the prices, please register 


	06.		Writing bottle 125 ml without head 
	You do not have the permission to see the prices, please register 


	07.		Reducer 
	You do not have the permission to see the prices, please register 


	08.		Colour ultra violet 250 ml 
	You do not have the permission to see the prices, please register 
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		Please choose
Alesa
Allstar
Altin
Avery Dennison
Banok
Bates
Bentley
Brother
Bullmer
Cewi
Colli
Colti
Comet
Cra
Dannert
Diamant
Divers
Diverse
Eagle
Eastman
Eschenbach
ETWA
F.K.ARNA
Fiblon Korea
Fisher
Fiskars
Gebr.Frei
Gerber
Groz-Beckert
Grundler
Gury Comet
Hashima Japan
Hawo
Hitaki
Hoogs
Hoza
Investronica
Jomro
Juki
Kai
Kansai
Kern Liebers
Kingtex
KM
Krebs
Kretzer
Kuris
Lectra
MACPI Italy
Maier Unitas
Maimin
Mauser
Mauser
Memminger-Iro
Merrow
Meyer
Miniroller
Mitchell
Mundial
Necchi
OLFA
Oshima Japan
Pacer
Pegasus
Pfaff
Preti
Rapid
Rasor
Reece
Renown
Rhein Tacho
Rimoldi
Robuso
Rollax
Rumold
Schmidt
Shinko Summit J..
Singer
Siruba
Staedtler
Strobel
Suprena
Textilia
Toyota
Union
Universal
Veit
Veit-Kannegiess..
Veith
W & G
Wastema
Wiss
Wolf
Wolf
Yamato
Zwilling
Zünd
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